
Agenda Item 15 – Newbridge Fields discussions 
 
Notes of the key points raised at a meeting with Just Solutions on 12th March 2021: 
 

 A discussion was held regarding asset transfer and the need for partnership working, the 
consultant stressed the need to better identify a vision of the park along with how it can 
provide for the future of the community. The consultant stressed that the Town Council 
need to buy into the vision with membership that represents their community.  

 It was established that partnership working would bring better access to funding and 
grants available. 

 Councillors discussed whether other Community Councils on the boundaries of 
Newbridge Fields should also be involved in the process, as residents of these adjoining 
areas are also users of the fields. 

 A discussion was held about looking at examples of how other communities had taken 
on recreational provision. The consultant suggested that it would be a good idea for the 
Town Council to research examples further. 

 It was discussed that some organisations might decide that there are better resources 
elsewhere and would need support in the process of relocation. 

 Councillors discussed the very poor state of the current facilities and the need for these 
to be updated and made accessible and inclusive. 

 Councillors discussed ideas such as a skate park, wild flower meadow and stressed that 
as the largest open space in Bridgend they would not want to lose the open space of the 
fields. 

 The consultant discussed using the park in a more zoned way for different purposes so 
the park would be open but designated. 

 The 3G pitched was discussed and the consultant explained how this would not be 
possible due to the floodplain. Councillors raised concerns about flooding and cost of 
management and stressed that the land use of the fields must continue as a floodplain. 

 The consultant stressed that this is an opportunity to think about what’s best for the 
future, to best serve the needs of the future generations and that there needs to be a 
strategy. The vision she believes should be something far more welcoming which 
provides a mix of sports and nature. 

 The consultant proposed that as a way forward a phased approached is taken to any 
transfer which could take place possibly over 5 years in partnership with other agencies 
in BCBC.  

 The consultant mentioned that costs would need to be tracked over a twelve month 
period by BCBC with various models. The consultant anticipated that there would need 
to be an initial 2 year transition period with a review.  

 The consultant stressed that this is a massive project and there is lots of work to be 
done. The consultant suggested that for this process key people are part of the core 
discussion.  

 
 



Updates from Just Solutions: 
 
1. Re the detailed comments and feedback from Cllr Steve Bletsoe and Cllr Ian Williams 

The consultants wouldn’t disagree with any of the comments or the issues re importance of 

sport and the important clubs; poor facilities for the clubs and females/people with 

disabilities; play park; flooding; value of site visits to see good practice etc. all agreed and 

not going to just deliver a straightforward asset transfer because no schedule of costs and 

no one will do it. 

2. It is Challenging -  

a. Not like a single club site transfer 

b. Will take time and investment probably 5 years 

c. Very poor facilities 

d. Clubs have different overlapping needs 

3. What we have now - 

a. a vast open space albeit important 

b. important flood plain  

c. park but doesn’t serve any one group as well as it should 

d. inefficient management   

4. What we need - 

a. What do we need to do to make them better and appropriate for next 20 years - 

fit for purpose and future generations vision? 

b. Better formal sports pitches 

c. Better informal recreational areas i.e. walking, dogs, trees, planting, interest, bio 

diverse 

5. Comments - 

a. More than sports clubs … wider recreation 

b. Used by all of Bridgend... more than BTC 

c. BCBC can’t access funding streams that are available - third sector and charity 

funding - doesn’t have the funding without partnerships with Town Councils and 

charitable orgs    

d. Partnership working - have very capable sports organisations - all clubs have own 

idea of their own needs   

e. Not to forget play athletics tennis cricket bowls   

f. Asset transferred in chunks would be unacceptable  



g. Bridgend Athletic RFC top flight all age grades - 500 - 2nd tier of national league - 

opposing teams have reported and refused to play ... inc Cefn Cribw! 

h. Bridgend Sports with a good age range - 250 ... 

i. Shouldn’t forget Laleston Community Council borders Park and includes woods - 

Town boundaries 7 community councils   

j. Would like to see skate park splash park beautiful wildflower meadow ...  

k. Should be a ‘conversation’ not dictated   

l. Gifted by Dunraven family – have a duty to be custodians/protect 

6. Need to find a way forward - a journey/route map to an agreed end i.e. some initial 

thoughts - 

a. The club needs – visions - 1st and alongside this wider consideration of options 

for serving needs i.e. scope to relocate/decant/ move club usage – to something 

better – a theoretical plan 

b. Proper vision for the whole area/park 

c. Shape the management and usage plan - get the management plan right and 

ground rules – different formal sport and informal zones no dogs better informal 

and barriers Develop usage protocols - dogs etc 

d. Sign up to community benefit agreement principles – including ground share – 

open membership, proper governance, accountability to community - annual 

review, robust management structures, usage and maintenance plans, prepared 

to ground share etc  

e. Prepare a future park configuration plan 

f. Test legal and planning considerations  

g. Establish agreed investment plan to incl savings, income generation, pitches, 

pavilions 

h. Introduce some self-management - some pitch maintenance, pavilion ownership 

etc 

i. 12-month tracking of costs of maintaining grass areas with some shared 

responsibilities embedded  

j. Then when understood design specification for maintenance test market both 

clubs doing own areas and general maintenance done by groundman with clubs 

doing own; investigate outsourced maintenance by preparing a spec and issuing 

to BCBC and outside contractors i.e. Inscapes SWSG etc  

k. At the end of 12-month period consider two-year transition period under TC 

leadership/control in partnership with key clubs supporting management and 

maintenance   

l. Throughout journey BCBC responsible  



m. At the end a 2-year transitions period based on way of working infrastructure an 

maintenance and schedule - two-year review - to confirm if no risk to clubs, TC or 

CBC because all based on betterment 

 
Just solutions are completing the sports consultations and then we will be requesting to 
present an initial review report to BCBC – at a strategic level for consideration and agreement 
of next steps before they proceed – one step at a time – no point going in a particular direction 
if that is not a supported approach. 
 
Just solutions will report back after that, when they have developed a presentation for 
discussion that takes account of what they have heard, seen and reviewed. 


